Bow-shock pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) show a variety of morphological shapes. We attribute these variations to the intrinsic properties (relative orientation of the pulsar's spin, velocity, and magnetic inclination angle) -as well as the line of sight. We identify three basic types of bow-shock nebulae: (i) a "rifle bullet" (spin and velocity aligned); (ii) a "frisbee" (spin and velocity orthogonal, spin is in the plane of the sky) and (iii) a "cart-wheel" (like frisbee but the spin is perpendicular to the plane of the sky). Using 3D relativistic MHD simulations, as well as analytical calculations, we reproduce both the key morphological features of the bowshock PNEs, as well as variations are seen in different systems. Magnetic stresses within the pulsar wind strongly affect the overall structure, producing "whiskers", "tails", "filled-in" and "mushroom" shapes, non-symmetric shapes etc. On the other hand, the ISM inhomogeneities, as well as the anisotropy of the wind luminosity, produce only mild variations of the PWN shape. In few cases we clearly identify the morphological structure -our results do not favor alignment of the pulsar spin and linear velocity. Our calculations of the underlying radiative process explain low synchrotron X-ray efficiency (in terms of the spin-down luminosity) and argue for energetically subdominant contribution of the IC processes.
INTRODUCTION
Pulsars produce relativistic magnetized winds that create pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe, Rees & Gunn 1974; Gaensler & Slane 2006; Kargaltsev et al. 2015) . A special type of PWNe is produced by fast moving pulsars that quickly escape from the supernova remnant (for a recent review see Kargaltsev et al. 2017) . Typical pulsar velocities of hundreds kilometers per second are much higher than the typical sound speeds in the ISM, cs,ISM = 10 − 100 km s −1 -pulsars are moving with highly supersonic velocities. The interaction of the pulsar's wind with the ISM produces a bow shock nebula with an extended tail.
Analytical and 2D hydromagnetic models (in what we call "bullet" configuration, see below) (e.g. Wilkin 1996; Bucciantini 2002; Bogovalov et al. 2005; Bucciantini et al. 2005; Toropina et al. 2018) or 3D hydrodynamic simulation (Vigelius et al. 2007 ) of bow shock PWNe predict the formation of a smooth two shock structure: a forward shock in the ISM separated by a contact discontinuity from a termination shock in the pulsar wind. Contrary to these expectations, Correspondence author: mbarkov@purdue.edu (MVB) the observed PWNe show large variations in morphologiessometimes filled-in tails and sometimes edge-brightened bow shocks ("whiskers"), sometimes jet-like feature extend from a pulsar along the tail (Kargaltsev et al. 2017, and Figs. 1) . 1 One of the first attempts to build radiation model was done in the (Bykov et al. 2017) , there based on the primitive analytical hydrodynamics was developed sophisticated non-thermal particle acceleration and radiation model.
Observationally, we can distinguish four characteristic morphological classes of fast moving PWNe: (i) Geminga and PSR J1509−5850 are prototypes of "three jets" (or "whiskers with a tail") PWNe, 1 In addition, some bow-shock PWNe show"kinetic jets" -elongated feature extending well beyond the shock-confined PWN. Barkov et al. (2018) (see also Bandiera 2008 ) interpreted these as kinetic flow of particles that escaped the PWN via reconnection between the internal and external magnetic fields. In this paper we concentrate on the fluid/MHD dynamics and will not discuss the kinetic jets further. PWNe showing "whiskers with tail" morphology (these are prototypes of frisbee geometry (see Figs. (19) models fs3a45, fs1a10 and fs1a45)). Right panel: PSR J1741−2054 (Auchettl et al. 2015) showing filled-in morphology (this is a prototype of cartwheel geometry, see Figs. 20 models fs3a45, fs1a10 and fs1a45. Middle row: Wide head outflow like Mouse (left) (Kargaltsev et al. 2017) and B0355−54 'Mushroom' (right) , which can be prototype of bullet geometry (see Figs. (20) model bs1a45 and Figs. (17) Y-axis projection of bs01a45). The head of Mushroom is formed by inverted front "jet" and equatorial outflow, the leg is formed by second back "jet". Asymmetrical jets distribution PSR J1135−6055 (Marelli 2012) , which can be prototype of frisbee-bullet geometry (see Figs. (20) 
model fbs1a45).
and center panel in bottom row; and (iv) PSR J1135−6055 can be a prototype of more general class of PWNe with asymmetrical jets, Fig. 1 , right panel in bottom row.
These peculiar tail shapes have been interpreted as the result of density variations in the ISM (Romani et al. 1997; Vigelius et al. 2007 ). However, we find this explanation unsatisfactory: (i) variations in the external density can affect the structure of the forward shock and the contact discontinuity, yet it is hard to see how they can change the internal structure of PWNe -e.g., some tails show filled-in morphology, while others show a short central tail surrounded by edge-brightened features; (ii) as we demonstrate in §3.1, in order to produce appreciable variations of the overall shape of bow shock PWNe the external density variations should have large amplitudes and occur on scales much smaller than the stand-off distance; (iii) many morphological variations repeat from PNWe to PWNe, e.g., Geminga and PSR J1509−5850, Fig. 1 .
From these observations we conclude that the peculiar morphological features result from the internal dynamics of the pulsar wind, rather than through inhomogeneities in the ISM. In this paper we demonstrate that magnetic stresses in the shocked PWN flow strongly modify the structure of the flow and the morphology of PWNe. The structure of the magnetic field within the shocked pulsar wind depends on the relative orientation of pulsar velocity, spin axis, magnetic inclination and the line of sight. These possibilities lead to a variety of morphologies, that, generally, reproduce observation.
In Section 2 we outline the details of the internal structure of bow shock PWNe and in §3 we calculated analytically expected shapes fora variety of anisotropic wind powers and density variations in the ISM. We discuss various possible orientation of pulsar rotation axis relative to its vector of motion ISM and structures of current in the pulsar magnetosphere tail in Section 4. Results of the 3D RMHD numerical simulation are presented in Section 5. In Section 6 we produce synchrotron emission; We compare our numerical results with Chandra X-ray observations in the Section 7. In Section 8 we discuss limitations of the approach and possible extensions of the model and in Section 9 we summarize our results. 2 BOW-SHOCK PWNE: ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Overall properties
Pulsars produce relativistic winds with power
(1) (Goldreich & Julian 1969; Michel 1969; Spitkovsky 2006) When a pulsar producing a relativistic wind with luminosity Lw is moving supersonically through an ISM flow of density ρISM , pressure pISM with velocity VNS cs (cs is sound speed in ISM) a two-shock structure is produced, Fig. 2 . The bow shock in the ISM is separated from the relativistic pulsar wind by a contact discontinuity.
Let us discuss the salient properties of this configuration.
• The head part. In the head part the ISM ram pressure confines the pulsar wind producing two shocks -forward shock in the ISM and the termination shock in the pulsar wind -separated by the contact discontinuity. The shocked pulsar wind forms a pulsarsheath (in analogy with heliosheath) -a region of shocked pulsar wind material bounded by the contact discontinuity. On the outside of contact discontinuity there is an ISM sheath -a region of shocked ISM plasma bounded by the forward shock. Qualitatively this picture resembles interaction of the Solar wind with the Local ISM (see Zank 1999, for review) . The pressure balance between the wind the ISM gives the stand-off distance rs
For strongly supersonic pulsar motion vp/cs ≡ Ms 1 (cs is the ISM sound speed, Ms is the Mach number with respect to the external medium) the forward shock is strong near apex part. As a result the flow is subsonic (in the frame of the pulsar). Away from the apex point, when the forward shock normal makes an angle φ < arcsin (γISM + 1)/(2γISM ) (oblique shock conditions, shock polar, see Landau & Lifshitz 1959 , γISM is the adiabatic index of the ISM) the shocked ISM flow remains supersonic (at this point the forward shock is still strong). Further away the ISM flow remains supersonic.
Similarly, the pulsar wind goes through a termination shock and becomes subsonic close to the apex point. The high pressure near the apex re-accelerates the flow to mildly supersonic (mildly relativistic) velocities. Further way from the apex point, the relativistic pulsar wind passes through an oblique shock and remains supersonic (for conditions at relativistic magnetized oblique shocks see Lyutikov et al. 2016) , Fig. 2 . When the angle between the radially moving pulsar wind and the termination shock normal becomes larger than 58.51
• , the post-termination shock flow remains supersonic.
• Tailward Mach disk. In the tailward region, the termination shock forms a closed surface streatching far behind the pulsar. For strongly supersonic pulsar motion, M 1, the ram pressure of the wind Lw equals the ISM pressure pISM at
where Ms = VNS/cs is the sonic Mach number of the pulsar motion in the ISM. Distance rM is an estimate of the location of the Mach disk in the tail region. Thus, the termination shock in the pulsar wind is elongated downstream by a factor ∼ Ms 1.
• Post-Mach disk expansion. After passing through the tailward Mach disk the corresponding part of the flow is strongly heated. At the same time, the part of the flow at the edges of the PWN has low pressure -it has been spent on flow bulk acceleration. As a result, the post Mach disk flow is under-expanded. The pressure balance is reached through reflection shocks (Prandtl-Meyer expansion waves), Fig. 2 . (The reflection shock may, in principle, affect the shape of the CD as well.) Thus, the overall evolution of the flow in the tail resembles behavior of under-expanded plume in rocket exhaust nozzle (e.g. Thompson 1971) . Regions of flow expansion, mediated by Prandtl-Meyer expansion waves, are followed by the flow compressions, Fig. 2 . In the compression regions the pressure "overshoots" the ambient pressure, so the flow becomes over-pressurized again. The process of expansion-compression wave formation begins anew, until the dissipation damps the oscillations. Thus, we expect repeating formation of Mach disks in the tail. Overall, the flow remains weakly relativistic, changing from weakly subsonic to weakly supersonic.
HEAD STRUCTURE: ANISOTROPIC WINDS AND EXTERNAL DENSITY GRADIENTS

The Kompaneets approximation
In this Section we consider the shape of the bow shock PWNe in the limit of highly supersonic pulsar velocity, Ms 1. In this case one can use the thin shell approximation -an expansion of hydrodynamic equations in the small parameter: the inverse of the compression ratio 1/η = (γISM − 1)/(γISM + 1) (Baranov et al. 1971; Wilkin 1996) . In the limit 1/η → 0 the thickness of the shocked layer is neglected; as a result the forward shock coincides with the contact discontinuity. In the limit, M 1, the head structure of the forward shock is well understood in the case of non-relativistic spherically symmetric shocks (Baranov et al. 1971; Wilkin 1996; Dyson 1975 ). The pressure balance on the CD involves both the ram pressure of the ISM and that of the wind, as well as centrifugal corrections due to the motion of shocked material, both from the ISM and the wind, along the curved CD. Typically, the centrifugal corrections are minor (Dyson 1975) . In addition, in the case of light/fast pulsar winds the corresponding centrifugal contribution is negligible. We will neglect them here.
In the thin shell approximation, assume that the shape of the contact discontinuity (CD) is given by R(θ). Then the angle between radial direction and normal to the CD is ( Fig. 3) tan α = ∂ θ ln R
Equating normal pressures (the Kompaneets approximation, Kompaneets 1960)
we find
where we assumed anisotropic wind power L = L0f (θ), f (θ)dΩ/(4π) = 1, possible variations of the external density along the shock, ρISM = g(θ)ρISM,0, and normalized all distances to the stand-off distance (2).
Equation 6 determine the head structure in the thin shell approximation. Next, we calculate the the head structure for various anisotropies of the pulsar's wind and external density gradients 
Bow shock shapes
Isotropic pulsar wind
For isotropic wind in constant density medium, f = g = 1, Eq. (6) gives (Dyson 1975) . In this case R ≈ 1 + θ 2 /6 for θ → 0. (This result is only slightly different form the case of two colliding non-relativistic winds considered by (cf. Wilkin 1996) , with centrifugal corrections taken into account; in that case for small angles R ≈ 1 + θ 2 /5.)
Anisotropic pulsar wind
Pulsars produce anisotropic winds with power scaling as sin 2 θp, where θp is the polar angle with respect to the pulsar spin (Michel 1969) . In order to estimate the resulting shock deformations we assume that the pulsar wind produces angular-dependent luminosity with
where θj is the projection of the angle between the NS velocity and the spin on the plane of the sky. Results of calculations for different parameters A and θj are presented in Fig. 4 , left panel. Overall, the pulsar wind anisotropy produces only mild variations of the bow shock shape.
To illustrate the point that the wind anisotropy cannot produce sharp bow shock features , let us assume that the pulsar wind consists of an isotropic outflow plus a jet directed in the plane of the sky at the angle θj and having a Gaussian profile with width ∆θ and relative power at the maximum Aj (in terms of isotropic angular power), Fig. 4 . The point is: even very narrow powerful jet produces only mild variations of the shape.
External density gradient
Let us next assume that the pulsar propagates across in external density gradient. We will consider two cases, when the gradient is perpendicular to the pulsar velocity (so that in Eq. (5) ρ ≡ ρ(R(θ) sin θ) -this will produce left-right asymmetry) and when the gradient is along the velocity (so that in Eq. (5) ρ ≡ ρ(R(θ) cos θ) -this will produce kinks in the shape of the shock).
. Let us parametrize the density as total density ratio ηρ and the typical scale of changes as xρ. Since we are interested in the overall effects of density inhomogeneity, for convenience we first chose (perpendicular gradient)
For such density profile the shape of the CD in the x − y plane is
To characterize the anisotropy of the shock we define
(see Fig. 5 ). We then repeat the calculation for the density gradient along the pulsar's motion, Fig. 6 . In this case very sharp variations of density, on scales much smaller than the standoff distance can produce "kinks" in the shapes of the wind-ISM boundary.
We conclude that in order to produce appreciable distortions of the form of the wind-ISM boundary due to wind/external density anisotropy, it is required that either very large density variation occur on scales of the order of the stand-off distance, or variation of the factor of ∼ 2 occur on much smaller spacial scales. Otherwise, variations of the external density produce, only mild distortions of the shape of the bow shock that would be indistinguishable given the typical observational uncertainties. If density varies by a factor of two on the scale of the stand-off distances (typically 10 16 cm) the resulting variations of the shape are only 15%−25%. This is an upper limit since we assumed that the pulsar motion in the plane of the sky. We conclude that neither the intrinsic wind anisotropies nor the external density variations can explain the observed variations in the bow shock PWNe morphologies.
MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE BOW SHOCK PWNE
4.1 Properties of pulsar wind before the termination shock: anisotropy and the equatorial sheath
The structure of magnetic fields in the bow shock PWNe is, generally, a complicated mixture of the wind-structure produces by the pulsar, and the interaction of the wind with the ISM. The formation of wind occurs on the scale of a light cylinder radius, which is much smaller that the standoff distance. Thus, the formation of the wind in the bow shock pulsar proceeds in a similar way to the case of isolated pulsar.
The structure of winds of isolated pulsars is a topic in itself. Let us briefly describe our current understanding of pulsar winds. On scales larger than the light cylinder radius the wind power (which is mostly Poynting power) scales as L(θ) ∝ sin 2 θ, where θ is the polar angle Michel (1973) . In the equatorial region, occupying a section of the polar angles of the order of the spin-magnetic axis inclination, the magnetic field is reversing polarity each half a period, while at larger latitude it is unidirectional (Bogovalov 1999; Komissarov & Lyubarsky 2004) . As the wind propagates from the light cylinder, the magnetic field is dissipated in the region of field reversals Coroniti (1990); Lyubarsky (2003) . Thus, the magnetization σ in the wind is small near the equator (this is confirmed by the modeling of the inner knot of Crab Nebula Lyutikov et al. 2016; Yuan & Blandford 2015) and can reach large values at intermediate latitudes (where flares are generated Lyutikov et al. 2017 ).
"Rifle bullets", "frisbees" and "cartwheels"
In addition to the fairly complected structure of the winds of isolated pulsars, for bow-shock pulsars there is an additional complication due to the pulsar motion. This introduces another special direction -along the pulsar velocityand generally makes the whole structure non-axisymmetric. Thus, the structure of the magnetic field depends on two geometrical factors: (i) the angle between the pulsar's axis of rotation and the magnetic moment; (ii) the angle between the axis of rotation and the direction of motion. In addition, there is the line of sight.
To simplify the discussion, we introduce three clear cases (see Fig. 7 ): (i) "rifle bullet" geometry -when the rotation axis is aligned with the direction of motion. In this case the whole system has a cylindrical symmetry with concentric areas of toroidal fields of changing polarity. (ii) "frisbees" geometry -when the rotation axis is perpendicular to the direction of motion and is in the plane of the sky; (iii) "cart-wheel" geometry -when the rotation axis is perpendicular both to the direction of motion and the plane of the sky. Frisbee and cart-wheel are intrinsically similar, but differ by the direction of the line of sight. The two physically distinct geometries -bullet and freebee-cartwheel -will have very different magnetic fields in the tail, Fig. 8 .
Magnetic field in the head part of the "bullet" configuration -inside magnetic draping
Above, in §3.1, we treated the shape of the CD in the thin shell approximation. In fact, the thickness of the shocked pulsar wind can be a large fraction of the stand-off distance: the post termination shock velocity vs is mildly relativistic, vs = c/3, and the flow has to expand considerably before it can be matched to any non-relativistically moving (or stationary in the pulsar frame) contact discontinuity. Thus, the pulsarsheath has a large width. Inside the sheath the pulsar wind is slowed down and diverted "sideways" by pressure forces. Let us consider analytically the structure of the magnetic field in the head part of pulsar wind when the pul- . Shape of the wind-ISM boundary for pulsar propagating along external density gradient. At the point y = 0 the density experiences a jump by a factor of 2 (two curves correspond to increasing and decreasing density) on the scale of 0.1 of the stand-off distance. For larger scales of density variations the change in the shape of the boundary is almost unnoticeable.
sar is in the "bullet" configuration -the flow is then axially symmetric. The toroidal component of the magnetic field vanishes on the axis, so that this part of the flow has only mild magnetization, even though the bulk of the wind can be highly magnetized. An important effect here is the dynamic amplification of the magnetic field in the shocked pulsar wind and creation of the inside draping layer as we discuss next.
Let us illustrate the magnetized dynamics of the pulsar wind in the head part by the following kinematic model. We assume that the forms of the contact discontinuity and of the termination shockare parabolic with the apex on the pulsar and the pericenters located at z = −zCD and z = −zT S correspondingly, Fig. 9 . We first construct a model of the flow of incompressible irrotational fluid between the contact discontinuity and termination shock, and then add kinematically (neglecting its dynamical influence) a toroidal magnetic field. Since magnetic field is compressed in the subsonic flow, we estimate a distance at which magnetic field becomes dynamically important and our kinematic approximation becomes invalid. This procedure is expected to be valid close to the symmetry axis of the flow, where wind magnetization is low.
Let us introduce parabolic coordinates ν, µ, φ defined as
In this coordinates the contact discontinuity is located at µCD = √ 2zCD and the termination shock is at µT S = √ 2zT S , Fig. 9 . Assuming that the flow is incompressible and irrotational,
and the flow is axisymmetric, one can introduce flow surfaces P (µ, ν) =constant, so that velocity is given by
where g = µ 2 ν 2 (µ 2 + ν 2 ) is the determinant of the metric tensor. Explicitly,
The condition of incompressibility is then satisfied automatically, while the condition of irrotational flow gives
The boundary conditions require that the component of the velocity normal to the contact discontinuity be zero, and that on the axis the velocity is along µ direction:
Figure 7. Basic geometries: "rifle bullet" (with the spin of the neutron star aligned with the velocity), "frisbee" (with the spin of the neutron star perpendicular to the velocity but lying in the plane of the sky), and "cartwheel" (with the spin of the neutron star perpendicular both to the velocity and the plane of the sky). The central doughnut-like structure indicates the distribution of wind power, ∝ sin 2 θp, where θp is the polar angle; θ is a polar angle with respect to the velocity.
! ! J J Figure 8 . Magnetic field in the "bullet" (left) and "frisbeecartwheel" (right) geometries. In case of a "bullet" geometry (neutron star spin oriented along the velocity), the pulsar produces axisymmetric current flows and magnetic fields. Far in the tail the electric currents form a triple sequence of concentric regions with oppositely directed current flows (low left). For "frisbees", (neutron star spin is orthogonal to the velocity; Sun is in a"frisbee-cartwheel" configuration), the pulsar produces three adjacent regions of opposite current flows (low right).
In addition, the velocity on the termination shock should be found from the oblique shock conditions for relativistic pulsar wind.
Looking for self-similar solutions P = U (µ)V (ν) we find that general solutions can be represented as a sum over Bessel functions U, V ∝ J1. For a given form of the contact discontinuity and the assumed radial pulsar wind we can then find the velocity at the termination shock. Expansion of this velocity in terms of functions U and V will then give a complete solution to the problem.
Instead deriving a complete solution according to the above-described procedure, we will make a simplifying assumption that the post-shock velocity is some given function (not found from the shock polar) and illustrate the flow pattern and magnetic field evolution in this case. As a simplest case we chose
Then, if at the apex of the termination shock the post-shock flow velocity is vs, we find
The streamlines are then given by
which can be integrated to give
where νT S is a value of the variable ν on the termination shock (νT S parameterizes different streamlines), see Fig. 9 . Next we add kinematically a toroidal magnetic field. We assume that at the termination shockthe magnetic field is weak and its influence on dynamics can be neglected. From the conservations of magnetic flux curl (v × B) = 0 we find
where Φ(P ) is a magnetic flux function that parameterizes spacial dependence of the magnetic field. Using the expression for streamlines we can then find how magnetic field evolves along any given streamline:
Which immediately shows that magnetic field diverges close to the contact discontinuity, µ → µCD. As a function of spatial coordinates magnetic field diverges at the turnaround point given by
see Fig. 9 . At this point the dynamic effects of the magnetic field on the flow evolution cannot be neglected. In particular our assumption of incompressible, irrotational flow will be broken.
Thus, we demonstrated that however small magnetic field is in the pulsar wind, it will become dynamically important approximately half way through the head part of RPWNs. Close to the contact discontinuity magnetic field will dominated over the plasma pressure. On the ISM side of the CD similar effect will happen: magnetic field will be compressed, so that on the contact discontinuity the pressure is communicated by the magnetic stresses on both sides. This is an example of the so called Cranfill effect (Cranfill 1974); its relativistic generalization has served as a basis of the Kennel & Coroniti (1984) model of static PWN; see also Lyutikov (2002) . Qualitatively, magnetized wind creates electric field E θ ∝ vw,rB w,φ (vw,r and B w,φ are the corresponding components of the velocity and magnetic field). In the steady case the curl of electric field vanishes; hence vw,rB w,φ r =constant. Since on the contact discontinuity the normal component of the velocity goes to zero, the magnetic field is amplified. Thus, the pulsar wind becomes strongly magnetized inside the sheath even if it was only weakly magnetized at the termination shock.
3D RELATIVISTIC MHD SIMULATIONS OF BOW SHOCK PWNE
Numerical Setup
We performed a number of relativistic 3D MHD simulations of the interaction of magnetized pulsar wind with magnetized external medium. The simulations were performed using a three dimensional (3D) geometry in Cartesian coordinates using the PLUTO code 2 (Mignone et al. 2007 ). Spatial parabolic interpolation, a 3rd order Runge-Kutta approximation in time, and an HLL Riemann solver were used (Harten 1983) . PLUTO is a modular Godunov-type code entirely written in C and intended mainly for astrophysical applications and high Mach number flows in multiple spatial dimensions. The simulations were performed on CFCA XC30 cluster of National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The flow has been approximated as an ideal, relativistic adiabatic gas, one particle species, and polytropic index of 4/3. The size of the domain is x ∈ [−4, 10], y and z ∈ [−5, 5]. To have good resolution in the central region and long tail zone we use non uniform resolution in the computational domain with total number of cells NX = 468, and NY = NZ = 336, see more details in table 1.
In this work we use the prescription of pulsar wind similar to what was used by Porth et al. (2014) . The pulsar with radius 0.2 is placed at the origin.
3 The pulsar produces supersonic magnetized pulsar with toroidal magnetic field that change its polarity in northern an southern hemispheres. For the total energy flux density of the wind we adopt the monopole model Michel (1973) 
where we added the parameter g = 0.03 to avoid vanishing energy flux at the poles. In the wind the energy is distributed between the magnetic fm component
and kinetic f k one
where σ(θp) is wind magnetization, which depends on latitude, the angle θp) is counted from the pulsar spin axis. Near the poles the magnetization varies as
there θ0 is another small parameter which is equal to 0.2. This is required for numerical stability of the code. Near the equator the alternating component of magnetic field is assumed to have annihilated, leaving a lowmagnetized equatorial sector with magnetization varying according to
where
and cos φα(θp) = − cot(θp) cot(α). The angle α is an angle between magnetic axis and pulsar rotation axis (see for more details in Komissarov 2013) .
The pulsar wind was injected with initial Lorentz factor Γ = 2.9 and internal Mach number 25. 
Initial setup
We start our simulation with a non-equilibrium configuration and evolve it up to time at which quasi-stationary solution will be settle. From the left edge (X = −4) we inject ISM. To reduce computational expenses we setup ISM speed as vISM = 0.1c and Mach number M = 85. The density of the ISM was adopted so that in the case of non-magnetized spherical pulsar wind the bow-shock will be formed at the position near (−1, 0, 0). The ISM speed value is not realistic, but it does not significantly affect the volume inside the contact discontinuity (Barkov et al. 2018) . The ISM flow carries a weak magnetic field with magnetization σISM = 0.01; the ISM magnetic field is directed along z-axis. We run three sets of simulations depending on the orientation of the pulsar spin with respect to velocity: (i) bullet; (ii) frisbee-cartwheel; (iii) mixed frisbee-bullet configuration. For most configurations we run simulations for different peak magnetization and different inclinations angles α.
The magnetization of pulsar wind is present by three values σ = 0.1; 1; 3 and α = 45 o , also we check one model (frisbee) with α = 10 o . We choose free cases of pulsar orientation frisbee, bullet and intermediate one frisbee-bullet. In the case of the frisbee the pulsar rotation axis is parallel to axis Z (θ = 0, ψ = 0), in the case of the bullet the pulsar rotation axis is parallel to axis X (θ = π/2, ψ = 0), the intermediate case was formed by clockwise turn of the frisbee configuration around Y axis on angle θ = π/4 and after that clockwise turn around axis Z on angle ψ = π/4. The parameters of the models are presented in the Tab 2.
Overall comparison with theory
Many details of the theoretical expectations described above can be clearly seen in the simulations maps. In Fig. 10 we show the magnetization map in the bullet configuration and notate the key features in the flow. Upstream of the PWN there is a clear signature of a bow shock, where the external magnetic field is amplified. Since magnetic field is zero close to the polar axis, near the pulsar, on the symmetry axis, the magnetic field is small. Closer to the apex point magnetic hoop stresses lead to increased magnetization. (In the 2D case the magnetic collimation resulted in unphysical behavior, so that this part of the simulations had to cut out (notice a cut-out triangle near the apex point in figures in Bucciantini et al. 2005) . In 3D development of instabilities allows the flow to relax.) On the inner side of the CD the effects of magnetic draping, §4.3 lead to the formation of highly magnetized layers ("draping currents"; previous 2D low-σ simulations also saw effects of inside magnetic draping, see, e.g., last panel in Fig. 1 of Bucciantini et al. (2005) ). Unshocked pulsar wind is extended "sideways" since the wind luminosity ∝ sin θ 2 , where for bullet configuration θ is the angle with respect to the direction of pulsar motion. The pulsar produces a quadrupolar-type structure of currents: two outgoing currents propagating straight ahead ("forward polar current") and towards the tail ("backward polar current), and two return currents align the pulsar's equator (in 3D -an axis-symmetric current layer).
Non-spherically symmetric termination shock, as well as tailward Mach disk, are clearly seen. (Structures visible in the unshocked pulsar wind are mostly due to numerical artifacts.) Since the post-Mach disk flow is over-pressurized with respect to the sideway flows, a reflection shock is formed. Due to lack of resolution far down the tail, resistive effects lead to dissipative reconnection currents and the general onset of turbulence. We hypothesize that in future higher resolutions simulation a second Mach disk will form.
Bullet configuration
We performed two types of simulations in the bullet configuration with different wind magnetization, σ0 = 0.1 and σ0 = 1. The inclination angle was fixed at α = 45 o , Figs. 11, 12, 13 Models with the bullet geometry form a bow shock with approximately cylindrical geometry (in comparison, cartwheel and frisbee models are highly non-symmetric, see §5.5). Models show the formation of the headward and the tailward jets. In the case of high magnetization (σ = 1) the resulting headward jet push away forward shock significantly farther compare to the low magnetization case (σ = 0.1). This is the effect of magnetic hoop stresses in the shocked pulsar wind -the magnetic field then tries to keep the plasma closer to the axis, increasing the local pressure and, as a result, a stand-off distance. In case of 2D simulations this affect becomes dominant, leading to unphysical results, see discussion below.
In both cases (σ = 0.1 and 1) the backward Mach disc is relatively close to distance to bow shock (rm ∼ 1-2 × rs). The position of the Mach disk shows changes with time, showing large amplitude oscillation, Fig. 13 . We can distinguish two types of tail oscillation with long and short time scales. The short time scale oscillations have characteristic duration ∼ 20rs/c, while the long time scale long oscillations have duration ∼ 80rs/c. The origin of this oscillation is not clear, probably the oscillations are triggered by kink instabilities in the back "jet".
In the tail the toroidal magnetic field reverses polarity between the axial, intermediate and border regions, as expected (left panel in Fig. 8) . At the intermediate region we observe reconnection zones (see Fig 10) .
It connected with the fact, that the forward "jet" interacts with the ISM at the head of the bow shock, destroys forming forward region with very complicated structure of magnetic field and numerous sites for potential magnetic field reconnection. The current in forward region mixing with current in the tail has place at a distance ∼ 4rs Fig. 13 . This forms region associated with fast dissipation zones of magnetic energy, so we expect the formation of mushroom or umbrella-like structures for PWNe in the bullet configuration.
The bullet configuration is the only one that could be done in 2D (see eq. Bucciantini et al. 2005) . Even in such configuration 2D and 3D results are significantly different. In 3D front "jet" is unstable and did not show computational problems which was observed in 2D case there the "jet" is much more stable due to suppression of kink instability (see also Porth et al. 2014 ). To avoid this problem near axis Bucciantini et al. (2005) suppress magnetization in a cone near pulsar rotation axis and suppress magnetization after pulsar wind termination shock. All these methods significantly affect as shape of free pulsar wind zone as shocked pulsar wind zone in general.
"Frisbee/cartwheel" configuration
Results of modeling in the frisbee/cartwheel configuration are presented on the Figs. 14, 15. Overall structure is not axially symmetric. The Frisbee/cartwheel geometry shows the formation of a magnetically confined plume (jet-like structure) normal to the pulsar velocity. This plume considerably distorts the shape of the PWN, making it a "cross-like", if seen head on. Equatorial extensions are due to larger pulsar wind power along those directions, while the polar extensions are due to the hoop stresses of the toroidal magnetic field.
Overall frisbee/cartwheel configurations have more sta- Figure 11 . Bullet configuration: 3D rendering. Top row: Plasma density (color logarithm) and the velocity field (arrows) for the models bs01a45 (σ 0 = 0.1, left column), bs1a45 (σ 0 = 1, right column) (see Table 2 ). Middle row: Plasma magnetization (color logarithm) and magnetic field lines. Bottom row: same as middle row but projected on X axis.
ble extent of free wind zone compare to bullet case, no large oscillations in the position of the backward Mach disk (see Fig. 14) . Mach disc in the frisbee models transforms to very narrow Mach line.
On the Fig. 15 presented electric current distribution in frisbee/cartwheel models (fs1a45 and fs1a10). In general, all frisbee/cartwheel models shows the structure of currents which are similar to our sketch on the Fig. 8 . We see two outflow currents at polar vicinity and return current near equatorial plane. Interesting what the equatorial current after termination shock forms a thin layer which is locally stable but after strong perturbation its bends to south or north pulsar's pole region. The front termination shock is quite stable, the back termination shock wobbles in a range of ∼ 30%. This wobbling motion is similar to observed in the simulations of the Crab nebulae (Porth et al. 2014 ).
We also point out that the size of the unshocked wind cavity depends on the magnetic inclination angle (compare middle and bottom rows in Fig. 15 . This is due to the fact that for higher inclination angles the low magnetization equatorial zone occupies larger sector. As a result, this part of the flow has larger compressibility that pushes the shock further out. (Qualitatively, this is similar to the so- called sigma-problem in stationary PWNe (Kennel & Coroniti 1984) .
Mixed "Bullet-Frisbee"configuration
Results of modeling of the mixed frisbee-bullet configuration are shown in Fig.s 16 . The structure of pulsar wind in the frisbee-bullet geometry is a mixture of two discussed above. The most important new effect is that the whole structures is highly non-symmetric (pure frisbee and cartwheels still have up-down and back-forth symmetry). This is again due to the effects of magnetic hoop stresses near the rotational axis: in the head part the wind is slowed down and efficiently confined by the ISM ram pressure. This allows magnetic stresses to accumulate and produce larger distortion that in the tailward part.
The front outflow forms narrow jet-like structure. The back side outflow is formed by back "jet" and partially by a matter and magnetic field from front "jet" which was turned back near head of bowshock. Turned back flow has different magnetic field direction compare to back "jet", it forms good sites for magnetic field reconnection in the tail. Similar configuration formed in the pure bullet configuration.
The mixed frisbee-bullet configuration formation quite stable free wind zone (see Fig. 16 ) like in the case of frisbee/cartwheel models. The region of unshocked pulsar wind has complicated shape, similar to 3D hydrodynamic simulations (Vigelius et al. 2007 ).
Overall conclusion: internal PWN structure in different configurations
Summarizing the results of our 3D relativistic MHD simulations
• Effects of anisotropic wind power and dynamically strong magnetic fields lead to highly complicated, nonsymmetric structures of bow shock PWNe.
• Magnetic pinching in the regions of the polar outflows generates filamentary regions of high magnetic fields that are unstable to kink instabilities.
• in the bullet configuration the location of the Mach disk experiences large spacial oscillation, presumably driven by the developments of kink instabilities in the tailward region.
• The internal structure is also sensitive to the magnetic inclination angle: for larger inclinations the free wind zone occupies larger volume (compare middle and bottom rows in Fig. 15 ). 
EMISSIVITY MAPS
Synchrotron emission
The observed high energy emission from PWNe is generated via synchrotron radiation by non-thermal particles, which are accelerated at shocks and/or in the reconnection events within the PWNe. In contrast, our ideal RMHD simulations produce at each point only hydrodynamic quantities -density, thermal pressure, velocity and magnetic field. Thus we have no direct information about non-thermal particles spectra and density. A conventional approach is to scale the properties of the non-thermal population with the hydrodynamic quantities, effectively assuming that some fixed fraction of thermal energy is transferred to non-thermal particles.
We then employ the following procedure to produce emission maps from a given simulations' output.
• Our simulations produce 3D distribution of pressure, density, velocity and magnetic field.
• Using local quantities p, ρ and B we calculate the synchrotron emissivity according to various prescriptions described in §6.1; we also calculate the corresponding IC signal, Appendix A
• For given local synchrotron emissivity we then chose a given line of sight and integrate the emissivity, assuming optically thin regime and taking into account the local velocity and the corresponding Doppler factor As a prototype PWNe for our simulations was chosen PSR J1509−5850. In this system a pulsar with spin period 89 ms and period derivative 9.2×10 −15 (so that its spindown power isĖ = 5.1 × 10 35 ) is moving through an ISM with estimated velocity v > 1.6 × 10 7 n 1/2 0 cm s −1 ), here n is particle density in ISM. That corresponds magnetic field in shocked pulsar wind order of 0.1 mG.
To calculate the synchrotron emissivity we first find the thermal energy in a given cell in the flow frame (here dV = ΓdV ):
where 3P is internal energy, dV is the cell volume in the lab frame, Γ is the bulk Lorentz factor, and ηNT is the nonthermal particle fraction parameter (see details in Barkov & Bosch-Ramon 2018) .
For an magnetic field of value B and observed photon energy , the required Lorentz factor of the radiating particles is γw ∼ mec γ e B = 6 × 10
Such values can be expected in pulsar winds, cf. Kennel & Coroniti (1984) . The corresponding synchrotron cooling time, 
This time tnr can be treated as the typical time for adiabatic loses. The synchrotron emissivity is then proportional to the NT particles' energy density devided by the local cooling time.
The radiation of a fast moving plasma is affected by Doppler boosting, so observer will see
here δ = 1/(Γ(1 − (vn)/c)) is Doppler factor andn is unit vector towards an observer. To better illustrate the results of the calculations we produce two kinds of emission maps, scaling the emissivity with B δ 3 i /Γdxi if the pulsar moving towards the observer, and scaling the emissivity with B δ 3 i /Γdxi if pulsar moves side way. The latter, somewhat arbitrary, choice allows us to better highlight weaker features
Emission maps -bullet configuration
Synchrotron maps for models in the bullet configuration bs1a45 (σ = 1, top) and bs01a45 (σ = 0.1, bottom) are presented in Fig. 17 . The pulsar is moving towards an observer (left panels) and to the left (right right panels). In the case of low magnetization (bs01a45) the head of the bow shock is bright while the structures in the tail are barely seen. This result is similar to emissivity maps obtained in the Bucciantini et al. (2005) . The motion of pulsar towards us forms ringlike structure with characteristic radius ≈ 1.5rs. Case with high magnetization shows more complicated structure in the PWNe. The front "jet" forms head of mushroom and the back "jet" after Mach cone forms the leg of the mush- room. The motion of pulsar towards us make forward jet more visible which looks like variable central point source.
Emission maps -frisbee configuration
In Fig. 18 we show a pulsar in the frisbee/cartwheel configuration moving towards an observer for models fs3a45, fs1a10, fs1a45, and fs01a45. In this case PWN looks like is a compact nebula with two jetted and, in some cases) two equatorial extended features, with the overall characteristic size of ∼ 3rs. The high magnetization σ ≥ 1 makes jet like structure more visible. Similarly, the equatorial part of the outflow is less pronounced for smaller inclination angle α (e.g., model fs1a10, right upper panel in Fig. 19 ). For smaller magnetization σ 1 the equatorial torus structure becomes brighter while the jet structure disappears (e.g., model fs01a45, right low panel in Fig. 19 ).
In the Fig. 19 we show the pulsar in frisbee configuration. For low sigma the bright head part is visible (right bottom panel in Fig. 19) ; it becomes less prominent if the inclination angle α became small. For higher magnetization the structure is dominated by extended "whiskers" -arclike features that trace approximately the shape of the bow shock. One of the most prominent features is a short equatorial tails (top rows and left bottom panel in Fig. 19 ). This due to the reconnection of the magnetic field at the equatorial current sheet.
Emission maps -cartwheel configuration
In the Fig. 20 we show emission maps for cartwheel configuration. Similar to the frisbee case, the low magnetization models show the formation of a bright head structure (right bottom panel of Fig. 20) . A narrow and wobbling tail structure is formed in the cases with σ ≥ 1. The front bowshock structure become almost invisible if α ∼ 10 o (fs1a10, right top panel of Fig. 20) ). Highly magnetized models (top row and left bottom panel in Fig. 20 ) all show prominent narrow tail. Comparing with the frisbee configuration, the cartwheel case can have both "a single tail" and "bow shock plus tail" features.
Emission maps -mixed bullet/frisbee
The frisbee-bullet configuration fbs1a45, Fig. 21 show one sided jet structure (upper right corner of the left panel, projected on X axis) plus an opposite wide feature. Also, it can produce asymmetric bow shock structure (right panel, projected on Y axis) -the front/up "jet" is brighter and more narrow compare to down/back "jet". 
Emission maps -overall conclusion
Depending on the geometrical configuration and the line of sight we can reproduce many/most of the observed X-ray morphological features of the bow shock PWNe:
• some PWNe have bow shock structure (we call them "whiskers") that follows the Hα bow shocks
• some PWNe have tailward extended features (often called "jets")
4
• some PWNe have extended "filled-in" morphology • some PWNe have "mushroom-type" morphology • some PWNe asymmetric features (often called "onesided jets")
PARTICULAR BOW SHOCK PWNE
Next we compare observed morphology of PWNe in X-ray and our synthetic emissivity maps. We can derive four general types of PWNe which corresponds to specific orientation of pulsar spin axis and its velocity relative to ISM and line of sight. 4 We prefer not to call these features as "jet" -the term is usually used for highly supersonic flows in, e.g., young stars, AGNe, etc. Most of the extended features that we observe in PWNe are more like plumes -mildly sonic, spacially elongated structures 7.1 Bullet: PSR J1747−2958 (Mouse) and B0355−54 (Mushroom)
The wide head and tail configuration can be formed in the bullet configuration with moderate magnetization σ ∼ 1 models bs1a45 Fig. (17) . The head of Mushroom is formed by inverted front "jet" and equatorial outflow, the leg is formed by second back "jet".
Frisbee: PSR J0633−1746 (Geminga) and PSR J1509−5850
PWNe with "three jet" structure naturally appear in Frisbee configuration (see Figs. (19) models fs3a45, fs1a10 and fs1a45). The prototypes of such systems can be Geminga and PSR J1509−5850 . The jets structures formed by polars outflow and third middle "jet" is formed by equatorial pulsar wind. Case fs1a45 has too bright torus head structure. The most feasible candidate for free jet PWNe is pulsar in frisbee geometry with relatively small α ∼ 10 o and magnetization σ ≥ 1. Interestingly, in the case of PSR J1509−5850 the pulsar spin down luminosity isĖ sd ≈ 5 × 10 35 erg/s, and X-ray luminosity of the tail is LX−ray ≈ 10 33 erg/s. So, relation oḟ E sd /LX−ray ≈ 500 is in a good agreement with relation of cooling time to adiabatic loses time (see Eq. 33 and Eq. 34) tsyn/tnr ≈ 1000. 
Cartwheel: PSR J1741−2054
The thin tail structure can be formed in the Cartwheel configuration than we can't resolve banded jets structures and equatorial bow show is not bright enough to be detected (see Figs. (20) models fs3a45) . The prototypes of such systems can be PSR J1741−2054 (Auchettl et al. 2015) . We should note that the thin jet like structure is wobbling with time.
Frisbee-Bullet: PSR J1135−6055
Strongly asymmetric distortion of jet like structures can be formed in frisbee-bullet geometry (see Figs. (21) model  fbs1a45 ). The prototype of such configuration can be PSR J1135−6055 (Marelli 2012 ) (see Fig. 1 ).
DISCUSSION
Overall X-ray efficiency of bow shock PWNe
The model also explains the apparent low X-ray efficiency of the bow shock PWNe (Kaspi et al. 2001; Kargaltsev et al. 2017) . Bow shock PWNe are very inefficient in converting spin-down luminosity in X-rays, with efficiencies ∼ 10 −3 − 10 −5 (Kargaltsev et al. 2017) . These values are typically mush smaller than for stationary pulsars, when the conversion efficiency can be as high as tens of percent (e.g. Kargaltsev et al. 2015) .
As we discussed in § 7.2, such low effectiveness can be explained by strong adiabatic loses LX−ray/Ė sd ∼ tnr/tsyn < 1/1000 in the head of PWNe. In bow shock PWNe the crossing time of the relativistic plasma through the tail is shorter than synchrotron life time. As a results particles are able to emit only small fraction of the energy that they acquired during acceleration at the reverse shock or in reconnection sites -adiabatic cooling dominates and most of the wind lu- minosity is spent on pdV work inflating the bubble at the large distance from a pulsar.
This model may also explain the apparent disagreement between the estimate of the magnetic field from equipartition arguments (even initially weakly magnetized flow after the shock transition reaches approximate equipartition) and the observed length of the X-ray tail (Kaspi et al. 2001 ) -particles are quickly adiabatically cooled.
Limitations of the approach
We made a significant step forward in the understanding of fast mowing PWNe formation, but several significant improvements have to be done in future works. Our simulation have good resolution near the pulsar but it quickly decrease with distance. Low resolution trigger fast magnetic energy dissipation in the PWNe tail, that affects morphology of the flow and emissivity maps. Moreover, It is important to follow PWNe tail evolution on much larger distances.
In the present work we injected only toroidal magnetic field in pulsar wind. Poloidal component of magnetic field can change significantly flow evolution in polar regions and affect on "jet" like structure formation.
We used fairly simple model for calculation of emissivity maps. We expect that new release of the PLUTO code will contain module for non-thermal particles evolution calculation, it will allow as to improve quality of emissivity maps in future.
Effects of realistic values of ISM speed and magnetization
In our simulation we focused on intrinsic structure of fast mowing PWNe. To minimize the number of free parameters we fix magnetization of ISM on very low level (σISM = 0.01). The effect of the strong, large scale magnetic field can be significant and may change the shape of PWNe tail, somewhat similar to the effects observed in the heliotail (see Pogorelov et al. 2015 Pogorelov et al. , 2017 , and references there in).
Another numerical simplification used is the relatively high ISM speed (vISM = 0.1c), the realistic value should be at least ten times smaller. Previously, we performed simulation with realistic value (see details in Barkov et al. 2018) and found that this effect not very significant. The main difference in frisbee-bullet model is in the separation of front jet-like structure from equatorial/bottom jet-like flow. The shocked ISM matter moves around front jet-like structure and fill the gap between front jet-like structure and equatorial/bottom jet-like. So, pulsar wind tail becomes separated on several flows. How robust such conclusion it is difficult to say so far. To check this result it is necessary to perform simulation with realistic ISM speed during tenths of dynamical time scales for ISM. It will takes a few mega CPUhours.
Connection with Fermi observation and pulsar kicks
One of the implication of our model is a possibility to reconstruct information about the relative orientation of pulsars' motion, the line of sight and magnetic inclination angle α. The latter can also independently be deduced from modeling of radio and Fermi gamma-ray light curves (Radhakrishnan & Cooke 1969; Watters et al. 2009; Pierbattista et al. 2015) . In addition, observation of the overall structures and/or proper motion of pulsars often indicate the direction of motion. We leave combining our results with Fermi for future work. The origin of pulsars' high velocities is a long-standing puzzle (Lyne & Lorimer 1994; Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1996; Spruit & Phinney 1998) . Previously Bisnovatyi-Kogan (1996); Lai et al. (2001) argued for the alignment of spin and spacial velocities. Large scale turbulent filaments developing during the core collapse supernovae explosions can accelerate protoneutron star up to 1000 km/s (see e.g. Wongwathanarat et al. 2013; Spruit & Phinney 1998) . Depending on the duration of the kick (shorter or longer than the protoneutron star rotational period, the resulting kick can be either directionally random or along the rotation axis (Spruit & Phinney 1998) .
Our research, in principle may provide additional insight -from morphological features we can distinguish bullet, frisbee, cartwheel or mixed configurations. Since we do not do fits to the parameters, we cannot provide statistical analysis (e.g., the occurrence rates of different configurations) -only in the most clear-cut cases we infer particular configuration.
Out of 6 systems that we could clearly claim the structure we inferred 2 bullet and 4 frisbee/cartwheel/mixed case. Based on these numbers our result do not favor alignment of spin and linear velocity (that would produce the bullet configuration).
Unresolved issues: the tail structures
One of the few remaining unresolved issues, in our view, is the variations in the structure of the tail far downstream. Often, the large-scale morphology shows quasi-periodic variations in the X-ray, radio and/or Hα intensity. For example, the Guitar nebula shows several "closed-in-the-back" morphological features. In the spirit of our approach -attributing morphological features to intrinsic dynamics, not external density variations -we associate these ubiquitous and quasi-periodic features with the development of instabilities in the tail flow. Possible instabilities include:
• Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. In the tail region the fast, light and strongly magnetized pulsar wind is moving with respect to the ISM with subsonic velocities with respect to the fast magnetosonic velocity in the tail, but supersonically with respect to the sound speed in the ISM.
• Current driven instabilities. The magnetic structure of the axially-symmetric bullet configuration resembles the case of AGN jets, where kink instabilities, both global and local, may lead to the magnetic field dissipation and possible disruption of the whole jets (e.g. Kim et al. 2017 Kim et al. , 2018 . For the frisbee/cartwheel case one might expect the development of the parallel-currents-attract type of instability between the two polar currents, see Fig. 8 .
• Mass loading instabilities. If a pulsar propagates into partially ionized medium (this is required to produce Hα signal), the mass loading of the light pulsar wind can be very efficient and can change the wind dynamics Morlino et al. (2015) . In particular, Morlino et al. (2015) attributed sudden "kinks" in the Hα bow-shocks to the effects of massloading of the wind.
• The variation of ISM density along line of pulsar motion also can change cross-section of shocked region (Vigelius et al. 2007; Toropina et al. 2018 ).
CONCLUSION
In this work we present analytical and numerical 3D MHD calculations of the interaction of relativistic wind produced by fast moving pulsars with the interstellar medium. We capture both the flow dynamics in the head part of the resulting bow shock PWNe, as well as the evolution of the flow in the tail part. Our results indicate that magnetic fields play the most important role in shaping the morphology of the bow shock PWNe. The observed structure depends crucially on the geometrical properties -the relative orientation of the pulsar's spin axis and the direction of motion.
Most importantly, we are able to reproduce both the main observed morphological features, as well as variations between different systems as arising from internal dynamics of magnetized pulsar winds. In contrast, external density variation introduce only mild morphological variations.
We calculate semi-analytically emission maps for these three cases for various angle-dependent magnetization parameters of the pulsar winds. For low-magnetized σ < 1 (parts of the) winds we stress the importance of the "inside magnetic draping" effect -formation of near-equipartition magnetized sheath close to the contact discontinuity. This occurs for arbitrary weakly magnetized wind -the thickness of the equipartition region depends on the wind magnetization σ.
We discuss the interaction of pulsar wind with interstellar media analytically and numerically. Here we present very first 3D relativistic MHD simulation, and plot emissivity maps for different geometries. Our synchrotron emissivity maps can reproduce some Chandra X-ray observation: 1) Frisbee -Geminga and PSR J1509−5850, 2) Cartwheel -PSR J1741−2054, 3) Bullet -Mouse and B0355−54 (Mushroom), 4) Frisbee-Bullet -PSR J1135−6055.
We expect that the properties of bow shock PWNe considered in the present work can be applied to neutron star binaries, where the pulsar wind interacts with the stellar wind (see eg. Bogovalov et al. 2008; Bosch-Ramon & Barkov 2011; Bosch-Ramon et al. 2012; Bogovalov et al. 2012; Bosch-Ramon et al. 2015; Dubus et al. 2015; Barkov & Bosch-Ramon 2016; de la Cita et al. 2017; Bosch-Ramon et al. 2017 ).
The most realistic emissivity map model is synchrotron with Doppler boosting, but for completeness we provide emissivity maps for synchrotron without Doppler boosting, and IC maps with and without Doppler boosting.
The Inverse Compton cooling time can be estimated as tIC = 3mec 4σT uCMBγe = 7 × 10 12 γw,7 s,
here uCMB is CMB photon energy density. The energy of IC photons for electrons with Lorentz factor 10 7 is ∼ 100 GeV. For IC photons with energy about 1 keV, we need scatter on electrons with Lorentz factor ∼ 1000 and cooling time ∼ 10 17 s. Given the local scalings of the non-thermal component and the value of the local magnetic field, we calculate the local synchrotron emissivity (IC is not important). In the case of IC we do similar procedure using IC cooling time Eq. A1 instead of Synchrotron one Eq. 33. The tIC does not depends on flow properties, so in the frame of our model the IC maps in different energy band will be the same with difference in normalization factor.
The comparison of the four emissivities maps for the case fs1a45 projected on X axis (pulsar moves towards us) are presented on Fig. A1 , projected on Y axis (pulsar moves to the left) are presented on Fig. A2 , and projected on Z axis (pulsar moves to the left) are presented on Fig. A3 . As we can see for the same viewing angle, in general, the morphology is similar in all maps, but we see significant difference in details. The Synchrotron maps compare to IC ones make jet like structure more bright. The effect of Doppler boosting reduce the brightness of the equatorial torus (except head part of the equatorial torus). Due to fast dissipation (numerical effect) of magnetic energy in the pulsar wind tail the intensity of Synchrotron radiation on SYmaps drops down significantly faster compare to ICmap. Magnetic field dissipation not only decrease strength of magnetic field but also pump energy to thermal energy and to non-thermal particles as well, that makes tale in the ICmaps more brighter.
In conclusion, the synchrotron losses in the bow shock PWNe dominate over Compton losses due to (i) the magnetic field in the head part of the fast moving pulsars is considerably higher than for stationary ones -this is due to the fact that large ram pressure (M 1) leads to smaller scales of the termination shock; (ii) high energy particles are quickly advected out into the tail -this leads to a quick depletion of IC scatters. In contrast, for stationary pulsars non-radiatively-cooling lower energy particles are stored in the PWNe producing high IC signal. Fig. A1 the morphology of the PWNe is similar in all the cases. The pulsar wind zone and its termination shock are clearly visible, later they form wide cometary tail. Also jet like structure originates from the pulsar and form relatively narrow tail. The synchrotron maps shows more explicit jets structure. Doppler boosting (ICmapDopler and SYmapDopler) amplify narrow tail and suppress the head and wide tail.
